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A BASIC PRINCIPLE OF TOPOLOGICAL
VECTOR SPACE THEORY

MIN-HYUNG CHO, RONG-LU LI AND CONG JIN

Recently, P. Antosik and C. Swartz established an effectual matrix
method in analysis ([lJ, [2J, [3J, [4J). The kernel of the matrix
method is the Mikusinski-Antosik-Swartz basic matrix theorem ([2J,
[3J). Many important basic results of functional analysis and measure
theory, such as the uniform boundedness principle, the Orlicz-Pettis
theorem, Schur lemma, Phillips lemma, and the Nykodym boundedness
theorem can be conveniently obtained from the basic matrix theorem
([lJ, [2J, [3J, [4J).

In this paper, we will improve the Mikusinski-Antosik-Swartz
theorem. Specifically, we will get our matrix theorem only from the
definition of topological vector space, though C. Swartz and P. Antosik
got their theorem by the uniform structure theory of topological groups.
Thus, we will show that the basic matrix theorem is the most
fundamental principle in topological vector space theory.

Throughout the remainder of the paper, G will denote an Abelian
topological group, N will denote the set of all symmetric zero neigh
borhoods of G. From the definition of G, we come to an immediate
conclusion: For every neighborhood U of zero of G there is a VEN
such that V+V f; U.

We will only use this initial property of G.

THEOREM 1. Let xijEG for i,jEN such that

iEN. The followings are equivalent.
(1) lim Xij=Xj exists uniformly for jEN;

i

lim xij=O for each
j

(2) lim xij=Xj exists for each jEN, and for every UEN there is
i

a sequence {Pi} f;N such that if Pi<';;;'qiEN and Un} f;N are arbitrary,
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then i:[Xq" j"-Xq,, +lj,,]EU for some subsequence Un!} f; Un}, {Xq"J
1=1 i o i .io J: , "

f; {xq,,} and m, koEN, m~ko.

Proof. (1)-(2) Let UoEN. Take a sequece {Un} f;N such that
Un+1+Un+1f; Um for n=O, 1, 2, ..•.

The condition (1) says that for every i EN there is a Pi E N such
that Xpj-XjE Ui for all jEN and Pi~pEN.

We may assume that, PI<Pz<Ps<···.
Let Pi~qiEN and Un} f;N be arbitrary. Then,

±[xqsj"-Xqs+d"] = ±[xqsj"-Xj"+Xj"-Xq6j,,]
n=l n=l

E (U5 + U6 ) + (U5 + U6) + (U5 + U6) + (U5 + U6)

+ (U5 +U6 )

f; U4+U4+U4+U4+U4
f;U3+U3+U3
f;Uz+Uz
f;U1
f; Uo•

(2) - (l) . Suppose not. Then there is a U°E N such that for any
pEN there exists q>p and jEN such that

~-~~~ W
Take a sequence {Un} f;N such that Un+ Unf; Un- 1 for all nEN.

Let {Pn} be the integer sequence such that the condition (2) ensured
its existence with respect to Uz. There is a ql>PI and jlEN such
that Xq1jl-Xj ~ Uo, by (*). But lim Xpj =Xj, there is an integer

1 p 1 1

k1>max(qh Pz) such that xkh-xhE Uz if k~kl.

Since x "-x" =x "-Xk" +Xk" -x" andqlh Jl qlJl Jl Jl Jl

Xqlh-Xh~Uo, we have that Xqlh-Xkjl~Ul if k:2:.k1•
There is a qz>kl and jz in N such that

Xq2j2 -Xj2~ Uo·
Since qz>kh it follows that

xq1h-xq2h ~ Uh x q2h -xhE Uz.
Observe that lim Xpj =Xj and lim Xpj =Xj ,

P 1 1 P 2 2

there is a kz>max(qz,p3) such that xkh-xhEU3 and Xkj2-Xj2EUS
if k:2:.kz• So, observing Xq~j2-Xj2=Xq2j2-Xkj2+Xkj2-Xj2' we have that
Xq2j2 - Xkj2 ~ Ul if k~ kz.
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In this way, we can get integer sequences {qi} , qi2.P;' and {j;} such

that
Xqjii-Xqj+1iifl- Uh Xqji/-Xjzfl- U j if l:::;,l<i (**).

Set i 1= 1, Yn = Xq.)·. -Xq. +1)" Then Yn fI- U 1•
l l 'l '1'1

Since lim xij=O for each i, there is an i 22. 6>i1 such that
j

XQi)i2 - XQ i
t
+lii

2
==XQi)i z -0+0- Xqil+1ji~

E U 6 +U6

S;;;; U5

=U2 +3

and, from (**),

XQi2 ji
1

-Xq;2+1jil = XQ i 2 ii -XiiI +Xji
1

- XQ i 2+1ii l

E U i2 +U i2 +1

S;;;; U6+U6

S;;;; U 2+3•

Thus, using the notations

YI2=Xqj, h, -Xqj,+lh,'

Y21 =Xqj, h, -Xqj,+lii,' and

Y22=Xqj, h, -Xqj,+lh;

We have that Y12 and Y21 E U2+3 but Y226i: U 1•

In this way, we have a matrix

(Ynk)n,k, Ynk=Xqj.ii. -Xqj.+1h.,

such that Ynk and YknE U n+3 if l:::;,k<n; ynnfl- Uh VnEN.

From condition (2), observing ik 2.k and hence
% 2. qk 2.Pk, there are (jik) S;;;; {jik} and integers m, 1o, (m 2.10) such that

m m

L;Ykz kz= L; (Xq. j. -Xq. +lj' ) E U 2
/=1 0 [=1 Ikl o III lkl o lif

smce the sequence {Pi} is taken with respect to U2• But
m /0-1 m

Ykj kz = L;Ykz kz- L; Ykz kz - L; Ykz kz
o 0 1=1 0 1=1 0 0 1=/0 +1 0

E U 2+ (UkZ +3+ U kZ +3+ ... + U kZ +3)
o 0 0

+ (UkZo+1+3+ U kZo+2 -'-3+ ••• + Ukm+3)

S;;;; U 2+U3+U3

S;;;;U2+U2
S;;;; U1•

This contradicts the fact Ykz kj fI- U 1•
o 0
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Now we can get the Mikusinski-Antosik-Swartz basic matrix theorem
([2J), Theorem 1).

THEOREM 2. Let XijEG for i, jEN satisfy
(A) Hm Xij=Xj exists for each j and

i

(B) for each integer sequence (mj) there is a subsequence (nj) of (mj)

such that {%iXinj} ;=/s Cauchy.

Then Hm Xij=Xj uniformly in jEN.
i

Proof. We claim that H~ Xij=O, ViEN.
J

Otherwise, say that H~ xioi:i=O for some ioEN, then there is UEN
J

and iI<h<'" such that Xioirt: U, VkEN.
00

Thus, 'EIXioh. has no such convergent subseries. This contradicts

(B).
Now let UEN. Take Uh U2 ENsuch that U2+U2~Uh U1+U1~U,

Set {pil = {l, 2; 3, ...}. Then for every P;"::;;'qiEN and Un} ~N there

is a {ini} ~ {in} such that L~IXqd".};=1 is a Cauchy, by CB). Thus,

there is an i oE N such that
co co

~Xqd" - ~Xqi+1i" E U2 for each i~io.
i=1 • i=1 •

Take a koEN such that nko~io. Then there is an m~ko such that

~ Xq". j".E U2, ~ Xq". +1i".E U2.
k>m 0 k>m 0

Thus,

co co

= 1:: Xq". i". - ~xq". +lj".+1:: Xq". +li".- ~ Xq". j".
i=-1 • i=I' i>m' i>m'

E U2+U2+U2
~Ul+Ul

~U.

Thus, {Xij} satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 1. So the
desired result is obtained from Theorem 1.
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The conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 2 are sufficient for the
uniform convergence of columns but are not necessary.

EXAMPLE. Consider the matrix «1/i)ej)i,j in (co, weak), where
ej= (0,0, "',0,1,0,0, "'), jEN.

j-th

Clearly, each row tends to zero. But this matrix fails to keep the
=

condition (B) because for each i the series I; (1/ i) ej has no such
j;l

convergent subseries. So we can not get the uniform convergence of
the columns from Theorem 2. Clearly, we get it from THEOREM l.
Of course, we can get it from «1/ i) ej) i, j itself directly.

To show the forces of the matrix theorem, we will give a very
general version of the uniform boundedness principle which is due to
P. Antosik and C. Swartz ([5J). But we would like to give a more
general version.

DEFINITION 3. ([3J) Let (E, 'Z") be a topological vector space. A
sequence {x;} in E is a 'Z"-/C convergent sequence if each subsequence

=
{Xi.} of {Xi} has a subsequence {Xi.} such that the series I;Xi. is

• n=l •

r-convergent to an element x. A subset B~E is r-/C bounded if for
each {Xj} ~B and {t j} Eco the sequence {tjXj} is r-/C convergent.

Let X be a linear space, Y be a topological vector space and r be
a family of linear maps from X to Y. Let r (r) be the weakest
topology on X such that each member of r is continuous. Clearly,

r(r)
xr--~O if and only if T(xj)~O, VTEr.
It is easy to check that 'Z"-/C boundedness implies r-boundedness but

they are same in Frechet space case ([3J).

THEOREM 4. Let X be a linear space, Y be a topological vector space
and r be a family of linear maps from X to Y. if r is pointwise
bounded, i. e., {T(x): TEr} is bounded in Y for each xEX, then r
is uniformly bounded on 'Z"(r)-/C bounded sets and r(r)-/C convergent
sequences.

Proof. Let B~X be a r(r)-/C bounded set. We have to prove that
A= {T(x) : TEr, xEB} is a bounded set in Y. If this is not true,
then there is a balanced neighborhood UoEN(Y) and a sequence {ti}
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Eco and a sequence {Ti(Xi)} ~A such that tiTi(Xi) fI= Uo for all i.
Since Uo is balanced, if Itil Ti(Xi) E Uo then tiTi(Xi) E Uo. Thus, we
can assume that ti~O.

Consider the matrix (VtiTi(VtjXj))i,j. Since Bis'Z"(F)-x bonuded
and VtF-70, the sequence {v tjXj} is .. (F)-x convergent. Hence, if

=
Un} ~N then there is a Un.} ~ Un} such that ~1V tjn, Xjn. is 'Z"(r)-

convergent, i. e., there is an xEX such that
= =
L;T( Vt;. Xjn) =limL;T( Vt;. Xjn)
1=1 IIj I m 1=1 nj i

=T(x), VTEF.

The sequence {t Vti T i ( V t;.Xjn)} ;:1= {Vti Ti(x)} ;:1
k::::l "I"

is a Cauchy sequence in Y because {Ti(x) };:1 is bounded and ..; ti

~ O. In fact, VtiTi(x) ~ 0 and li~vtiTi(";tjxj)=O for each.
jEN. Now, by THEOREM 2, li.m V ti T i (v tjXj) =0 uniformly in

•
jEN, there is an io such that if i~io then vti T i (v tjXj) E Uo for
each jEN.
Thus, tiTi(Xi) = Vti T i ( vtiXi) E Uo, Vi~io.

This is a contradiction. The second result can be obtained by similar
arguments.

CoROLLARY 5. Let X be a Frechet space, Y be a topological vector
space and F be a family of continuous linear operators from X to Y.
Then if F is pointwise bounded it is uniformly bounded on bounded sets.
Furthermore, F is equicontinuous.
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